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Abstract 

Shot boundary detection is used to summarize the video in the video content management 

system so that particular content or required scene can be extracted from a given video and 

also observers or users can easily find summary of the given video in short time instead of 

time spending in seeing full length video. Also shot boundaries can be used for video 

indexing, browsing, and retrieval. So to extract such key frames (shot boundaries) from a 

given video needs a robust technique with high accuracy and low error rate. In this research 

work, we proposed a robust technique to find shot boundary using feature vectors, which are 

obtained from features calculated for each sub-band in the contour let transform domain. The 

feature vector has the energy, standard deviation, and histogram similarity as the features of 

each sub-band. The experimental results proved that this novel and robust method had more 

accuracy rate and low error rate. 
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1. Introduction 

Increase in video on the Internet demands fast and efficient techniques for managing and  

indexing of such contents and also users or observers want to save their valuable time in 

knowing summary of the full video or want to extract required event without watching  and  

browsing full videos and even though they are not interested in the entire movie. This 

demands a technique which provides video abstraction and summarization that produces 

video summaries highlighting only the relevant contents of the video while preserving the 

continuity of the video. This summarized video helps the user to evaluate whether it is 

interesting or not [1] and also gives quick summary about that video. This kind of 

summarization finds its applications in security like CCTV footage browsing, entertainment 

and military areas [2]. Video summarization techniques are classified into three broad 

categories: (i) internal: analyze information sourced directly from the video stream, (ii) 

external: analyze information not sourced directly from the video stream and (iii) hybrid: 

analyze a combination of internal and external information [3]. Shot boundary detection and 

key frame extraction words are interchangeable used in this paper in order to achieve video 

summary. 

A shot is defined as an unbroken sequence of frames recorded from a single camera [4]. 

This kind of shot forms the building block of a video. The main objective of key frame 

detection is to segment the video stream into multiple shots and then key frames can be 

extracted. This key frame is the main frame of the given shot, which intern gives information 

about that shot.  Generally Key frame refers the starting frame of the shot also termed as intra 
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frame, which can represent the salient content of the shot. Depending on the content 

complexity of the shot one or more key frames can be extracted from a single shot 

Since key frames give an overview about the full video for video indexing, browsing, and 

retrieval. This drastically reduces amount of data required for video indexing and forms the 

framework to dealing with video content [4]. To achieve this task different author used 

different methods. Uchihashi [9] uses YUV color histogram to find the key frames.  

Lagendijk and Iacob [10] divides the each frame into rectangles with size depends on local 

structure and YUV color histogram will be applied on each rectangle in order to extract key 

frame. Ratakonda [11] uses color histogram differences between two frames and then 

generates a summary of the video by clustering these key frames. Ferman and Tekalp [12] 

select key frames based on fuzzy-clustering algorithm. 

Due to the importance of key frame extraction, many research efforts has been given in [4], 

and the progress in research has been made in this area, but existing approaches have their 

own advantages and disadvantages and some of the algorithms are computationally expensive 

and few may not effectively capture the major visual content and some captures the key 

frames with less accuracy rate and high error rates. Where accuracy rate is defined as the ratio 

of extracted number of correct key frames to actual number of key frames. Error rate is the 

ratio of number of extracted non matching key frames to the actual number of key frames.  

The proposed method uses Contourlet transform [5] and energy, standard deviation and 

histogram similarity features are extracted from each sub band and feature vector is formed 

by using these feature values and Euclidean distance metric is used on feature vectors of two 

adjacent frames in order to extract key frame based on threshold value.  The proposed work 

also proved that Contourlet transform is good enough to extract the key frames and also 

proved that the method is having high accuracy rate and low error rates with selected feature 

vector and distance measure technique on all kinds of videos. 

The work in this paper has been divided into few sections, Section II gives the overview of 

the proposed work. Section III describes advantages and importance of Contourlet transform. 

Section IV explains how to extract features and forming of feature vector and by using these 

vectors with Euclidean distance for key frame extraction. Section V shows the experimental 

results and then conclusion in Section VI. 

 

2. Overview of the Proposed Work  

The block diagram of proposed work is shown in Figure 1. Key frame extraction process 

involves, framing the input video and apply the Contourlet transform on each input frame 

with the decomposition parameter [4 3 3], this results in 32  high frequency sub bands and 

one low frequency sub band.  As a next step, energy and standard deviation features are 

computed for each sub band and form a feature vector by using the energy and standard 

deviation features, where feature vector length is 66. Now these feature vectors are used to 

decide whether the given frame is key frame or not.  To compare these feature vectors of two 

consecutive frames Euclidean distance is used, which computes the distance between two 

feature vectors. Finally, the resulted distance is compared with the predetermined threshold to 

classify whether the frame is key frame or not. This threshold is fixed after testing on few 

training videos. If the distance is above threshold then the frame is classified as key frame, 

otherwise the frame belongs to same shot. Sometimes even in same shot content may be 

rotated in single shot, and then this may results in redundant key frames. The above process is 

continued till the video completes and resultant key frames give s the video summarization. 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Key Frame Extraction Process 

3. Contourlet Transform 

The Contourlet construction was chosen to obtain a sparse expansion of the images to 

produce a piecewise smooth contours. This Contourlet has the advantage that wavelet couldn't 

achieve because wavelets are lack of directionality where as Contourlet can find 

directionality. Wavelets are only good at catching point discontinuities but don't capture 

geometrical smoothness of the contours [6]. Due to this inefficiency in wavelet transform, 

Contourlets were developed.  The Contourlet transform offers a high degree of directionality 

and anisotropy in addition to wavelet properties like multi scale and time frequency 

localization property. Contourlet transform has its basis functions oriented at power of two's 

number of directions. The basic block diagram is shown below. 

 

 

Figure 2. Contourlet Filter Bank 

The Contourlet transform is implemented using directional filter banks which decompose 

the image into several directional sub-bands at multiple scales. Contourlet achieves this by 

combining directional filter banks with Laplacian pyramid at each scale. This cascade 

structure, multi scale and directional decomposition are independent of each other. The 

Figure 2 shows an example frequency partition of the Contourlet transform. For further 

details about Contourlet transform, please read [6, 7]. 

↓(2,2) 
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Figure 3. Example Frequency Partition Using Contourlet Transform 

4. Feature Vector Computation and Classification 

This section gives some overview about computation of feature vectors and how they 

used to extraction key frame extraction and histogram similarity removes misclassified 

key frames. 
 

4.1. Feature Vector Computation  

Feature is an attribute which describes an image in other form. Combining of these 

features results in a feature vector. Different methods use different features, where as in 

our algorithm we used the energy value and stand deviation of each Contourlet domain 

directional sub-band as a features. 

In order to calculate average Energy from each sub-band, formula one will be used 

 
M

=m

N

=n

KS, n)(m,W
MN

=k)E(s,
1 1

1
                                                                                          1 

Where E(s,k) denotes the average energy of the sub-band with scale s and direction k 

as indexes, and M,N represents row and column number of sub-band coefficients[8]. 

 This paper uses energy as one feature and standard deviation as another feature in 

our feature vectors. Standard deviation can be computed on each sub band.  

These two features not robust to illumination change but this can be mitigated by 

normalization methods. This system increases its robustness against rotation by using 

histogram similarity using color histogram intersection in formula (3) as post processing step 

in order to eliminate non key frames. 

                                                             2 

 

4.2. Classification by Euclidean Distance 

Two feature vectors similarity is measured by using different techniques out of those some 

simple techniques are by measuring distance between two feature vectors. This paper choses 
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Euclidean distance as a metric to measure distance between two feature vectors. This distance 

has performance improvement over Manhattan (L1), Weighted-Mean–Standard deviation 

(WMV), Euclidean (L2), Chebychev (L), Mahalanobis, Canberra, Bray-Curtis, Squared 

Chord, Squared Chi-Squared and Kull-back Leibler. Kokare compared the nine measures 

except Kull-back distance (KLD). This computed Euclidean distance between two 

consecutive frames will be compared against threshold in order to classify whether the frame 

is key frame or not. If the distance is greater than threshold then the frame will be classified 

as key frame else it not key frame i.e. part of the same shot. 

 

5. Results 

This results section shows strength of the proposed work with the examples in terms of 

accuracy and error rates. Key frames are decided using foresaid process and compared with 

our previous work. The following figures give the comparison between two methods and its 

merits than previous work. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Input Sports Video Frames 

 

Figure 5. Key Frame Extraction Using Our Old Method 

 

Figure 6. Key Frame Extraction Using Our New Proposed Method 

In our experiment we used Contourlet transform toolbox and chosen the Laplacian 

pyramid and DFB filter are “pkva” type.  In this Contourlet, the decomposition parameter are 

[4 3 3], this means that the numbers of directional sub-bands are 16, 8, 8. Adding the low 
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frequency sub-band, so the total number of sub-bands is 33. The paper chose two features for 

each sub-band so the dimension of feature vector is 66 for single image.  

This work also tested on different videos i.e. sports video (foot ball video), cartoon video 

and ordinary video, Even this is tested on news videos. Figure 7 shows Euclidean distances 

between feature vectors which were calculated on a video consist of 36 frames. 

 

 

Figure 7. Sample Distance Values 

And also Figure 7 shows the minimum values that means those two frames are belongs to 

same shot and at the same time maximum values means those two frames surely belongs to 

different shots so that second frame will be decided as key frame, to improve the accuracy we 

select threshold value and compared every distance with the threshold in order to classify a 

frame as key frame or not. 

The previous work in this paper classified 16 frames as key frame from 36 total frames of 

football clip. But actual number of key frames by human observation is 9. Observation is 

made on the content of the frame. Out of 16 frames some frames of slightly rotated frames of 

previous frame, so these redundant frames are eliminated by using our new techniques such 

as histogram similarity as a post processing method. 

The work also carried out on different videos and measured accuracy and error rates by 

using old and new techniques. Accuracy rate is a ratio of retrieved key frame to actual 

number of key frames and error rate is a ratio of number of non key frames to the actual 

number of key frames. Accuracy rate varies from 0 to 1 but if its value is one then that 

method said to be good.  Error rate varies from 0 to maximum (infinity), ideally it should be 

zero for good algorithms. 

The below table shows the error and accuracy rates on different videos and using our two 

techniques. 

Table 1. Accuracy Rates and Error Rates using Proposed Method on Different 
Videos 

Input 

video 

Total 

frames 

Key 

frames 

Extracted 

Key frames 

Extracted 

Non key 

frames 

Accuracy 

rate 

Err rate 

method 

 

   Old New Old New Old New Old New  
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Cartoon 

video 
38 18 18 18 0 0 1 1 0 0 

 

Football 

 
36 9 16 9 5 3 0.6 1 0.4 0.25 

 

Movie with 

rotated 

content 

136 29 27 29 2 0 0.93 1 .06 0 
 

News video 150 8 8 8 0 0 1 1 0 0 
 

Space 

video 
98 11 10 11 3 1 0.9 1 0.27 .09 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper proposed a robust key frame extraction method using Contourlet 

transform and energy and standard deviation as features in feature vectors and 

histogram similarity as post processing step in order to eliminate mis-classified key 

frames.  The experimental results proved that this techniques show s good accuracy rate 

and low error rate in key frame extraction process.  
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